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ON LEFT THICKNESS

OF SUBSETS IN SEMIGROUPS

JAMES C. S. WONG1

Abstract. We reformulate the concept of left thickness in a semigroup introduced

by H. Junghenn in Amenability of function spaces on thick subsemigroups, Proc. Amer.

Math. Soc. 75 (1979), 37-41, and obtain a number of interesting new characterisa-

tions of left thickness without assuming left amenability. Moreover, these char-

acterisations are similar in nature to familiar characterisations of left amenability on

semigroups. We also sharpen some of Junghenn's results, paving the way for

extension to locally compact semigroups.

1. Introduction. Let S be a semigroup and T a subset of S. T is said to be left thick

in 5 if for each finite subset a in S, there is some s E S such that os C T. In 1965, T.

Mitchell [11] showed that if S is left amenable, then T is left thick in S if and only if

there is some left invariant mean m on the bounded functions B(S) on S such that

m(iT) = 1 where £T is the characteristic functions of T. Recently, H. Junghenn [9]

extended this concept to left F-thickness (or F-left thickness) with respect to a left

introverted left invariant norm closed subalgebra F of B(S) and obtained similar

characterisations of left F-thickness without assuming a priori left amenability of F.

In this paper, we shall reformulate Junghenn's definition of left F-thickness and

obtain a number of interesting new characterisations, again without the left amena-

bility assumption. On the other hand, these characterisations (e.g. the Dixmier's

Criterion and Localisation Theorem, see §3 below) closely resemble some well-known

characterisations of left amenability on semigroups. We also sharpen some of the

results in Junghenn [9]. In particular we show that T is left thick in S if and only if

the closure of T is left thick in the closure of S, where the closure is taken in some

suitable topology.

2. Terminologies. For terminologies in analysis on semigroups, we shall follow

Junghenn [9] except that the characteristic function of T is denoted by £r and not by

XT (which stands for the characteristic functional of T; see Wong [16]). Let S be a

semigroup and F a left invariant linear sublattice of the bounded functions B(S)

containing the constants. However, unlike in Junghenn [9], F need not be a left

introverted norm closed subalgebra (which is necessarily a sublattice). A subset T in
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S is called left F-thick (or F-left thick, as in [9]) if for each e > 0, each g G F(T) -

{/G F: ¿t-ïS/ss 1} and each finite subset a = {j,, s2,...,sk) C S, there is some

s E S such that g(s¡s) > 1 — e for all 1 < i < k. Also, define e(s)f = f(s), m¡(f)(s)

= m(L(s)f), sES,fEF,mEF*, L(s)f(t) = f(st), t G S. Let Cle(T) denote
the weak* (i.e. a(F*, F)) closure of e(T) in F* and let M(F) be the set of all means

on F.

3. Main results. We first improve upon some of Junghenn's results in [9].

Theorem 3.1. Let T be a subset in S. Then the following four statements on T are

equivalent.

(a) T is left F-thick.

(b) For any e > 0, any finite subset D of F(T) and any finite subset {sx, s2,...,sk} of

S, there is some s E S such that for each g G TJ), fc~'2{ g(s¡s): 1 < i < k) > 1 — e.

(c) There is some A G Cl e(S) such that X(L(s)g) = 1 for all s G S, g G F(T).

(d) There is some p G M(F) such that p.(L(s)g) = 1 for ail s E S, g E F(T).

Proof. The proofs of the implications (a) =» (b) and (c) => (d) are as in [9,

Theorem 1]. For (b) => (c), we also can follow [9, Theorem 1, (b) => (c)] except that

we have to replace the expression e(s)X(g) by X(L(s)g) since the product e(s)X is

not yet defined. (Note that there is a misprint in [9]: "A/(F)" should read

"Cle(S)".) For (d) => (a), suppose (a) is not true, then as in [9], there is some

h G F(T), e > 0, {$,, s2,... ,sk} C S such that for each s E S, h(sjs) =s 1 — e for

some i. Consider the function g = k~1'Z{L(s¡)h: 1 < i '•'< k} G F, g(s) =

k~12,{h(sjs): 1 <J < k) < 1 — k'xe for any s E S. Hence if (d) holds, we have

1 = k~1lZ{n(L(si)h): 1 «£ /' < k} = p(g) < 1 — rc"'e which is a contradiction. Hence

(a), (b), (c) and (d) are equivalent.

Theorem 3.2. 7/F is left introverted, i.e. m¡(F) C F for all m G M(F), then the

four statements(a.), (b), (c) and (d) above are all equivalent to

(e) there is some p G M(F) such that vp(g) = 1 for all v E M(F), g E F(T),

where vp — v O p is the Arens product in F* with v O p( /) = v(p¡( f )), / G F.

Proof. As in [9]. Note that left introvertedness ensures that the Arens product is

well defined.

Theorem 3.3. If F is a multiplicative left introverted (i.e. m¡(F) C F for any

multiplicative mean m on F) norm closed subalgebra of B(S), then the four statements

(a), (b), (c) and (d) are all equivalent to both

(f) Cl e(T) contains a left ideal of Cl e(S).

(g) Cl e(T) is left B(Sx)-thick in Sx = Cl e(S).

Proof. It is well known that if F is a norm closed subalgebra of B(S), then

Cle(S) is precisely the set of all multiplicative means on F (Mitchell [12, pp.

119-120]) which is a semigroup under Arens product if F is multiplicative left

introverted. Hence (c) =» (f) as in [9]. Obviously (f) =» (g) (since any left ideal is left

F-thick for whatever F). Finally assume that Cl e(T) is left B(S¡ )-thick in S,. Then

by Theorem 3.1, applied to S,, there is a multiplicative mean 0 on B(Sy) such that
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9(L(m)h) - 1 for all m E Sx, h E B(SX) such that iae(r) <*■< 1. Consider the

Gel'fand (algebra) isomorphism " : F-> C(S,) C t3(S,) such that f(m) = m(f),

f G F, m G Sx where 5, has the weak* topology o(F*, F). It is easy to show that " is

order preserving, 1 = 1 and (L(s)f) = L(e(s))f for any s E S, f E F. Therefore

p = ** 0 is a multiplicative mean on F. Now let/ G F(T). Then £C1 e(r) < /*£ 1 since

m(f)= 1 whenever m E C\e(T) and/ G F(F). Hence

p(L(*)/)"= *0(L(s)f) = O(L(s)f)~=0(L(e(s))f) = 1    for any a G S.

Therefore T is left F-thick in S and (g) implies (a) which in turn implies (c) by

Theorem 3.1.

Remarks. (1) The above theorems clearly strengthen the result in Junghenn [9,

Theorem 1]. Indeed, Theorem 3.1 does not require F to be a subalgebra of B(S).

This opens up possible extensions to topological left thickness of subsets in a locally

compact semigroup S with respect to topological left invariant linear subspaces of

M(S)* (the adjoint of the measure algebra M(S)) which is not an algebra under

pointwise operations. This will be dealt with in another forthcoming paper.

(2) The characterisation (g) is new. In fact Theorem 3.3 remains valid if (g) is

replaced by (g,): Cl e(T) is left W-thick in S, where W is any left invariant norm

closed subalgebra of B(SX) containing F — C(SX). The same proof will suffice. In

particular, one can take W = WF, the norm closed left invariant subalgebra of B(SX)

generated by C(SX). Note that in general WF may contain non continuous functions

on Sx, since S,, though weak* compact, is not a topological semigroup because

multiplication in S, is not in general separately continuous in the weak* topology.

(As a result, C(SX) may not even be left translation invariant!) However, if

F— W(S), the weakly almost periodic functions on S, then 5, is a compact

(separately continuous) semigroup by Kharaghani [10]. In this case WF = C(5,) and

left F-thickness of T is equivalent to left C(S, )-thickness of Cl e(T). (Or indeed of

e(T), see [9, Remark 4, p. 39].)

(3) Theorem 3.3 also says that, for general T and F, Cl e(T) is left 77(S,)-thick in

5, if and only if Cl e(T) contains a left ideal of S,. For F = W(S), this follows also

from Junghenn [9, Remark 7, p. 39]. In general, a left thick subset need not contain a

left ideal.

Next, we reformulate the concept of left thickness and obtain the Localisation

Theorem which is used to show that left thickness of T is equivalent to T being right

stationary. By definition, T is said to be right F-stationary if for each g E F,

0 < g < £r, there is a net sa in 5 such that R(sa)g -» 0 pointwise on S or

equivalently weak* in 77(5) = l](S)*. (See Mitchell [11, Lemma 3].) Here R(s)g is

the right translate of g by s.

Theorem 3.4. Let F be a lattice (e.g. when F is a norm closed subalgebra of B(S)).

Then the following statements are equivalent:

(a) T is left F-thick.

(b) There is a mean X G Cl e(S) such that X(L(s)g) = 0 for all s E S and all

g G F with 0 < g «S £r. (Reformulation)

(c) For each g E F with 0 *s g < |r, there is a mean Xg E Cl e(S) such that

X (L(s)g) = 0 for all s E S. (Localisation)
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(d) T is right F-stationary. (Mitchell's Condition)

In addtion, if F is also a multiplicative left introverted norm closed subalgebra of

77(5), then these four statements are all equivalent to both:

(e) There is a mean X E Cl e(S) such that X(L(s)g) = 0 and X(g) — 0 for all

sES,gE F with 0 < g < £T.

(f) For each g G F with O < g < £r, there is a mean Xg G Cl e(S) such that

Xg(L(s)g) = 0 andXg(g) = 0 for ails G S.

Proof, (a) <=> (b) by Theorem 3.1 (with/= 1 — g), (b) clearly implies (c). Assume

(c), then for each g G F, 0 *£ g « |r, the set Kg = {m G Cl e(S): m(L(s)g) = 0 for

ail j G S} is a nonempty weak* closed subset of the weak* compact set Cl e(S).

Since F is a lattice, if g, G F, 0 < g, < fr, 1 < / < n, then g0 = sup{g,: 1 < / *5 n}

G F and 0 « g0 < £r. Moreover D LSTft: 1 < i « n} D Kgo. Hence {iCf: g G F,

0 < g < èT) nas the finite intersection property which implies D {Kg: g G F,

0 < g < èr) ^ 0 and (c) implies (b). Also if T is left F-thick, take X as in (b) and

sa E S such that e(sa) -» \ in S,. Then R(sa)g -» 0 pointwise on S and F is right

F-stationary. Conversely, if T is right F-stationary, then R(sa)g -» 0 pointwise on 5.

There is some subnet fy such that e(sß) -* \  E Q e(S) and so for each j6S,

Xg(L(a)g) = lime(^)(L(i)g) = KnJt(«,)g(«) = 0
0 ß

and F is left F-thick. Thus (a), (b), (c) and (d) are all equivalent. The remaining part

of the theorem follows from the fact that if X(L(s)g) = 0 for all s E S, then X O X

satisfies (X O X)(L(s)g) = 0 for all s G S.

Remarks. There is a version of Theorem 3.4 in terms of the means M(F) —

ClCoe(S), the weak* closure of the convex hull of e(S). More precisely, Theorem

3.4 remains valid if we replace Cle(iS) by ClCoe(S), the net R(sa)g by a net of

convex combinations in {R(s)g: s E S} and multiplicative left introvertedness by

left introvertedness throughout (including the definition of right stationarity of T).

The above reformulation of left thickness (Theorem 3.4(b)) leads to the following

Dixmier-Granirer type of criterion.

Let 77r be the linear subspace of functions in F of the form 2"= x a¡L(s¡)g¡, a, real,

j, G S, 0 < g, < £r, g, G F, 1 < i < », n = 1,2,_(77t- is the linear space gener-

ated by 0L(T) = [L(s)g: s E S, g E F, 0«g< £r}.) If F is an algebra, we define

KT as the ideal of all functions in F of the form 2"=1 fiL(si)gi, f„ g, G F,

0 < g, < ¿r, s, € S, 1 < i < », « = 1,2,.... (í:r is the ideal generated by Ot(F).)

Theorem 3.5. If F is a lattice, then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) T is left F-thick.

(2) sup{n(i): s E S} ^ 0 for all h G 77r.

(3)inf{||l -h\\:h E HT) = 1.

Each one implies

(4) HT is not (sup norm) dense in F.

If S is a group, then all four are equivalent.

Proof. Using Theorem 3.1 and the arguments used in Granirer [6, Lemma 3, p.

99] we obtain the implications (1) => (2) => (3) => (4). For (3) => (1), we use Theorem

3.1 again and the arguments in Hewitt and Ross [8, Theorem 17.15, p. 235]. Finally
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if 5 is a group, then (4) implies (1) by repeating the proof in Hewitt and Ross [8,

Theorem 17.15 (iii) => (i), p. 236] and noting that since S is a group, if/GF,

0 </< ir, and 0 ^ h < L(s)f, s G S, then h = L(s)g where g = L(s'1)h G F,

and0<g</.

Remark. If S is only left cancellative, then (4) implies (1) provided F — B(S) (see

[8, Theorem 17.15 (iii) implies (i)]).

Theorem 3.6. If F is a norm closed subalgebra of B(S), then the following

statements are equivalent:

(1) T is left F-thick.

(2) sup{k(s): s E S} 3* 0 for all k E KT.

(3)inf{||l -kfck EKT) = 1.

(4) KT is not (sup norm) dense in F.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.1(c) and the arguments used in the proof of

Granirer [6, Theorem 3, p. 99].

Remark. We do not need 5 to be a group nor left cancellation in S to get the

implication (4) implies (1) of Theorem 3.6.
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